
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a supervisor process. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for supervisor process

Provide outage planning and support for planned shutdowns
Assure that raw material and product inventories are in compliance with
established minimum-maximum levels, that these materials meet
specifications, and are handled in a manner which minimizes degradation or
loss
Coordinates and administers all aspects of training for new hires long term
associates
Administers performance appraisals of production associates
Lead team in analyzing and reporting production losses, process capability,
process stops and waste identification, finding the root causes and possible
countermeasures to reach expected targets
Ensure the respect of quality standards through the Team discipline to the
Standards, through the systems and the control on execution
Consistently deliver on specific area Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), EHS
metrics, Production Plan, OEE, compliance, team training and budget
performance
Provides configuration, implementation and maintenance support for
procurement systems.Enables continuous improvement through deployment
of post implementation processes, systems analyses and recommendations
for system upgrades.Acts as procurement liaison to business units for
inquiries related to systems and process improvement
Supervises, leads, coaches, motivates and develops team members
Works collaboratively in the development of project charters and project
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Qualifications for supervisor process

1 or more years of experience assigning work to unionized hourly workforce
and holding employees accountable
Manufacturing and machining experience preferred
Ideal candidate should be able to demonstrate leadership in One FORD
(leadership) behaviors combined with outstanding interpersonal,
teambuilding, and communication skills
1+ years of experience assigning work to unionized hourly workforce
Engine Machining, subassembly, or assembly experience
Works in conjunction with the business development team in representing
company's outsourcing capabilities to potential clients


